
Junior Maths 
Championship
Online mathematics competition for K-6 children

www.matific.com

This is a great way to practice completing 
activities and earning stars. Please note 
that no prizes are awarded during the 
practice round.

The top three scoring individuals, classes, 
and schools in each grade level receive first, 
second, and third place prizes (and 
bragging rights!).

9-10 August 2021 11-12 August 2021

Practice Round     Competition

The Junior Maths Championship Competition Dates



Help inspire the next generation 
of STEM students by sponsoring 
the Junior Maths Championship

Competition

www.matific.com



What is the Junior Maths Championship?

Matific, a digital K-6 mathematics learning platform, hosts the Junior Maths Championship to generate 
excitement about mathematics education among children and celebrate their accomplishments.

The Junior Maths Championship is a friendly online mathematics competition for children in K-6th grades.

Over 1,000,000 children participate in the Junior Maths Championship held annually around the world.

Participants are given access to the Matific platform where they complete Matific activities earning stars 
for themselves, their class and their school.

Every time a participant completes an activity the amount of stars they earn will be awarded to their 
individual total, their classes total AND their school total. 

Participants (students, classes, schools) will compete for trophies (and bragging rights!) as they 
complete engaging mathematics activities in Matific's award-winning digital mathematics platform that 
has proven to help improve student test results by 34%.

A perfect event to introduce children to mathematics challenges in an enjoyable way, thus inspiring 
their further interest in mathematics.

It’s a great opportunity for children to practice mathematics, boost confidence, and develop a growth 
mindset in mathematics.

www.matific.com



Be part of this unique event to inspire the next generation
of STEM learners

Support the Junior Maths Championship and you gain from a 
unique opportunity to promote your organisation:

The Junior Maths Championship, one of the biggest online mathematics competitions, has been held annually 
since 2015. Over 1,000,000 participatns take part every year completing millions of mathematics questions!
Sponsors and partners are central players in the Junior Maths Championship. Without them, this free online 
mathematics competition could not take place.

Enhance your brand by associating with a leading event rooted in mathematics education

Reach regional, national and international audiences via the event's far-reaching media campaigns

Make a lasting impression on your community and target audience - be seen supporting early 
education in mathematics

Your support and sponsorship can take many di!erent shapes and forms. It can be something as simple as 
telling your followers / members about the Junior Maths Championship and encourage them to participate.

In return, we will include In return, we will include your logo and acknowledgement recognising you as a 
sponsor on the Junior Maths Championship website and other promotional materials.

www.matific.com



What is Matific?

Matific in numbers

Matific is a world-leading comprehensive digital mathematics resource for primary learners. It combines a
repository of thousands of interactive activities, worksheets, workshops, and assessments with a
comprehensive educators interface providing multiple di!erentiation tools, rigorous reporting, and in class
instructional tools.

Founded in 2012

Trusted by millions of 
teachers & students

Available in 40+ 
languages

2000+ maths activities

Used in over 60 
countries worldwide

$58,000,000 USD 
in funding
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The Matific Academic Board
Matific’s core strength is our pedagogical principles developed by the Matific Academic Board. The Academic
Board consists of world experts in mathematics, computer science, education and child development,
including leading researchers from Berkeley, Harvard, Stanford and the Einstein Institute. The role of the
Academic Board is to ensure the pedagogical excellence of Matific’s mathematics activities is in consonance
with up-to-date research in education and child development.

Prof. Raz Kupferman

Prof. Dor Abrahamson

Prof. Lyn English

Dr. Maria Droujkova

Dr. Harouna Ba 

Prof. Shimon Schocken

Einstein Institute of Mathematics

University of California, Berkeley

Queensland University of Technology

Natural Math

SciPlay at New York Hall of Science (NYSCI)

IDC Herzliya 
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The Matific Pedagogy is based on the five following 
principles:

Conceptual Understanding

Critical Thinking

Meaningful Context

Personalised Learning

Intrinsic Engagement

Competition

Develop an understanding of the foundational building blocks of mathematics, taking knowledge beyond 
procedures and formulas.

Build problem solving skills and cultivate natural curiosity, by encouraging children to experiment in a hands-on 
environment.

Bring mathematics to life by presenting real-world problems in natural scenarios.

Adaptive questions and di!erentiated experiences to enable every child to flourish

Rigorous gamified environment that incentivises perseverance and nurtures a love of mathematics.

www.matific.com



Challenge Accepted!
We're participating in the Junior Maths Championship, 
one of the biggest maths competitions for K-6.

Dear Parent,

Participating in the Junior Maths Championship is the perfect way to keep your child working for mastery in maths!  By 

completing maths activities and earning stars in the award-winning Matific program, your child will keep progressing in 

maths competency and help themselves, their class, and their school compete for trophies and recognition! The online 

platform is available, free of charge, for all participants during this unique event.

Your child's class will be taking part at school, and your child can compete while at home, too!

I hope you and your child enjoy the Junior Maths Championship!

Sincerely,

Your child's teacher

Tens of thousands of classes take part every year completing millions of maths questions! It’s a great opportunity 

for children to practice maths, have fun and boost confidence.

The best part about this great competition is that screen time, really is learning time with Matific. An academic 

study showed that Matific helped improve students maths test results by 34%.

The Junior Maths Championship Competition Dates

This is a great way to practice completing 
activities and earning stars. Please note 
that no prizes are awarded during the 
practice round.

Playing often will help your child, the class 
and the school compete for trophies and 
recognition. 
The top three scoring individuals, classes 
and schools in each grade level receive 
first, second and third place prizes (and 
bragging rights!).

9-10 August 2021 11-12 August 2021

Practice Round     Competition


